
M50 – 15 teams 
Fifteen teams will be split into 4 (four) groups A, B, C and D. Group A, B and C will consist of four teams. Group D 
will consist of three teams. The teams inside of each group will play in a round-robin format, where in total will be 
played 21 (twenty one) game (G1 – G21).  
 
After all games played in round-robin format the 2 (two) top teams from each group will head to the Quarter-
Finals which will be played as follows: 
 
               Pair 1: A1 vs D2 (game G25), 
               Pair 2: A2 vs D1 (game G26), 
               Pair 3: C1 vs B2 (game G27), 
               Pair 4: C2 vs B1 (game G28). 
 
The Winners of the Pairs 1, 2, 3 and 4 will advance to the Semi-Finals as follows: 

 
Winner of Pair 1 vs Winner of Pair 2 (game G34), 
Winner of Pair 3 vs Winner of Pair 4 (game G35). 

 
The losers of the Pairs 1, 2, 3 and 4 will play for the 5-8th place in the elimination round, where in total will be 

played 4 (four) games (G32, G33 and G38,G39): 
 

Loser of Pair 1 vs Loser of Pair 2 (game G32), 
Loser of Pair 3 vs Loser of Pair 4 (game G33).  

 
For the 7-8th place (game G37) will play Loser of game G32 vs Loser of game G33 and for the 5-6th place (game 
G38) will play Winner of game G32 vs Winner of game G33. 
 
The Losers of the Semi-Finals will play for the Bronze (game G39) and the Winners of the Semi-Finals advance to 
the Final (game G40). 
 
The teams placed third in each group will play for 9-12th places as follows: 
 
 A3 vs B3 (game G23), 

C3 vs D3 (game G24). 
 
The Losers of the Games 23 and 24 will play for the 11-12th place (game G30) and the Winners of the Games 23 
and 24 will play for the 9-10th place (game G31).   
 
 
The teams placed fourth in each group will play for 13-15th places as follows: 
 
 A4 vs B4 (game G22), 

A4 vs C4 (game G29) and 
B4 vs C4 (game G36). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 


